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LIVING SPACE 
Mobile shelving systems 

For a rational storage of books, papers, files 
and documents, Habitat Italiana has studied 
“ LIVING SPACE”, a modern system of mobile 
shelving running on rails that permits a large 
gain of space in comparison with traditional 
fixed shelves. Thanks to its mobile bays, 
opening one single aisle, all the space inside 
the room is fully used.

With “living space” you can save both space 
and costs!!

Our mobile system permits to solve important 
logistic needs.

1. maximum capacity: compared with 
fixed shelves you ca double the available 
space;

2. low costs: if you save space you save 
money;

3. safety: the whole system is protected 
by doors and a centralised lock;

4. fast consultation: with a simple 
movement of the handle you can enter the 
corridor.
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“Living space” is made to the measure!!

Each system is realized by our Technical 
Department according to consumer needs.

There is also the possibility to choose lots 
of accessorises: end closing doors, anti 
dust  rudder profiles, safety bars, anti fire 
platform, lateral dividers, back panels, pull 
out shelves.

That means you can choose “ LIVING SPACE”  
not only to store documents and books!!
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Exclusive features 

In comparison with many competitors 
standards, “Living Space” is provided with 
exclusive characteristics, for best safety and 
resistance.

1. full lateral panels, 10/10 thickness: 
thanks to them you can store inside each type 
of books without using, as for open shelves, 
any dividers. Unlike warehouse shelves, books 
cannot fall from one side to the other!! With 
back panels, “Living Space” becomes a real 
filing cabinet on mobiles bays. High thickness 
of materials is one more proof of best solidity 
and, therefore, quality. 

2. independent shelves, 10/10 thickness: 
for each mobile bay, you have a double order of 
shelves, with the possibility to create different 
spaces on the two sides; this ensures a more 
rational archiviation in comparison with most 
of warehouse shelves. High thickness avoid 
every shelf flection, even for heavy loads.

3. safety: for each “ Living Space” unit, 
always available are the anti overturning 
system and safety bars, to avoid any 
accident. 
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DRAWING HOLDERS

Horizontal drawing holders fits perfectly for 
each type of drawing, thanks to its special 
inner dividers. 

Available are different types of models, from 
5 to 10 drawers, with possibility.

All the drawers are running on soft guides 
and are provided of handle in plastic and 
label holders.

Closing system with lock.

Possibility to choose even the vertical drawing 
holders with a total capacity, according to 
different formats, off 1000-2000 laid sheets.

They represent the most suitable solution 
for managing, classifying and protecting 
drawings from dust and light without limiting 
the sheet format and allowing operators to 
have everything in view and close at hands.

Available even with anti tipping mechanism. 
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GARRETS AND BALCONIES

Habitat Italiana plan, manufacture and 
provide with the installation of balconies and 
metal structures for warehouses, officies 
and archives. This systemas moreover are 
purposely predisposed talso for installation 
of all our shelvings system, both fixed and 
mobile, and are fitted with accessories and 
equipments (ladders, parapets, bands of 
protection) to answer to the strictiest security 
normatives. 

All the structures are custom made by our 
technicl dept. and guarantee the maximum 
load and capacity (with an appropriate 
certification) for an intensive exploitation of 
the spaces.


